
Design Tips For Plastics Engineers.

Leading on from time management, the process of designing plastic parts for manufacture 

involves following some fairly basic simple rules.  These are however critical if the design is 

ever to see the light of day as a manufactured part that looks and functions in the manner 

the designer intended it to.  Our next few articles will concentrate on these simple rules.

2. Basic Part Design Rules For Injection Moulding.

(a) Plastic Part Wall Thickness.

At a basic level, assume all part wall thickness should be the same all over the part. This is 

not strictly a correct rule, as there are many reasons why we can vary wall thickness slightly, 

including material choice, part structure, and functionality, but we will stick to basics for 

now.

The first job for a designer is to look at the part and product they are designing and come up 

with an appropriate standard wall thickness to be used across the design.  This is based on 

experience and common sense, but also with an undertstanding of material properties.

Small parts usually require small wall thicknesses and larger parts require more. There is 

however a general range of thicknesses that will rarely be exceeded.  Small parts usually 

have a wall thickness of 0.6mm up to 1.5mm, and large parts will usually go up to a 

maximum of about 5mm.   The vast majority of parts we see will be between 0.8mm and 

3.5mm in wall thickness.

This means that if we can never have more or less than the appropriate wall thickness, then 

the part must be produced using structural elements.

The reason why we need to ensure consistent part thickness is down to the behaviour of 

the material during the moulding process.  Plastic cools from the outside to the inside and 

shrinks as it cools, resulting in a consistent and even shrinking with consistent wall 

thickness, and uneven shrinking and warpage of the part with uneven thickness, as it cools 

and shrinks differently.

As an example, take a big cube of plastic, and imagine it trying to cool evenly.  The centre of 

the cube will be the hottest area and will cool last, the edges of the cube will cool first. This 

results in a warping and 'collapse' of the faces of the cube as the material shrinks.

The cube therefore cannot be made without warpage.

Part designers need to consider this behaviour and design their part to combat it, and avoid 

solid areas of material in their design - coring out from underneath to maintain an even wall 

thickness, and adding ribs in to add strength back into the part.
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This section above through a part, shows the wall thickness in grey, and shows thick and 

uneven sections.  This will warp and deform during the moulding process.

The same part has been redesigned, and cored out to give a consistent wall thickness, which 

will result in even cooling, even shrinking, and therefore a controllable situation for 

manufacture.

This is a simple and basic rule to follow, but it is essential if you want to receive a part that 

resembles the one you designed.

Finally, removing material from the design as shown above, reduces the amount of material 
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in the product, there reducing the cost of the material in the product, and consequently 

reducing it's weight.

So now, you are reducing the cost of the product as well, a key role of any designer involved 

in manufactured products.   Time management and cost efficiency are everyones 

responsibility in the manufacturing chain, and it all starts with the designer.

Next time I will start to look at another of the basic design rules, and the effect that has on 

designing a part that can be successfully manufactured.
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